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A comparative analysis of global governance institutions from a deliberation perspective 
is overdue.  Global governance theory and practice have moved away from a 
preoccupation with how state power and decision-making are refracted or shaped through 
global institutions; instead, they have become more discerning about the processes of 
governance, which include formal institutions, the norms and rules they produce, and the 
collective or intersubjective contexts within which they operate (Held et al 1999; 
Rosenau and Czempiel 1992).  Deliberation contexts in such governance point to the 
habits of participation, dialogue, and persuasion within these institutions and include 
formal negotiation processes, the ways that an issue is imagined or represented within an 
institution through discursive practices, and dialogic problem-solving solutions.

As the legitimacy of international institutions depends on patterns of leadership or 
politics of attraction and persuasion, a comparative analysis of deliberation processes is 
crucial to assessing the effectiveness and longevity of global governance.  This is 
especially important for global actors who are aware that the intersecting and overlapping 
agendas of global institutions provide them with opportunities to “venue shop” in order to 
meet their strategic interests.  In order to ascertain the scope of deliberation in global 
governance, it is important to ask to what extent global actors participate in institutions 
where deliberation contexts do not allow only strategic interests to be realized.  The 
prospects for democratic global governance also depend on analyzing the internal 
decision-making and participation in the deliberative context of global institutions.  

This essay provides a comparative analysis of the scope of deliberation within two 
international organizations.  The World Trade Organization is often critiqued in 
intellectual and policy institutions, and in popular media, as non-transparent, un-
democratic, and fostering market liberalization policies that benefit only the developed 
countries or the developing world elite. Terms such as “a crisis of legitimacy” and 
“opaque” are often used to describe the WTO. Meanwhile, the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization is written about almost in veneration as 
encompassing a moral agenda that reflects some of the highest ideals of humanity from 
scientific cooperation to guarding the world’s cultural heritage. 

This essay will demonstrate that a closer examination of the “issue-structures” of these 
organizations leads to different conclusions.  Issue structures encompass organizational 
goals and existing knowledge about an issue, involvement of relevant actors and their 
interests, media and press coverage, and the institutional and social mobilization that the 
organization fosters from the grassroots to the international level.    There appears to be 
far more participation at all levels of decision-making, from the local to the international 
level, for issues within the WTO than in the issues that UNESCO governs.  A comparison 
of the two organizations can generate hypotheses based on issue-structures rather than 
ideological alignments or popular critiques.

Trade liberalization is the WTO’s goal, and member-states show an intense level of 
involvement through important domestic mechanisms:  trade and other ministries, highly-
organized interest groups with transnational linkages, and expert input that debates the 
pros and cons of trade liberalization measures and their incidence. In other words, the 
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WTO fosters high degrees of participation in its rule making because of preference 
alignment within its various issue-structures. This does not always lead to cooperative 
agreement, but it shows that the WTO’s decision-making processes showcase high 
degrees of scrutiny and participation from a wide variety of actor interests.  While 
inclusive participation in general is worthwhile, it must be remembered that WTO 
remains member-state driven and civil society interests are often represented indirectly.  
All the same, in many cases WTO participation and negotiations can also be 
characterized as deliberative as states learn and take positions that they had not imagined 
prior to a deliberation.  

UNESCO features more diffused and idealistic goals.  Its preamble states, “that since 
wars begin in the minds of men, it is in the minds of men that defences of peace must be 
constructed.”   This statement, adapted by US Librarian of Congress Archibald MacLeish 
from a speech given by British PM Clement Attlee, provides UNESCO with an 
encompassing agenda to foster peace through global norms that guide everything from 
digging for minerals below the Earth’s surface, to eradicating human inequalities on the 
Earth, and ensuring that global media in the skies above foster peaceful communications. 
At face value, UNESCO seeks to mobilize participation on this agenda through National 
Commissions for UNESCO, inter-agency task forces, and UNESCO’s networks around 
the world. In practice, beyond a few initiatives, UNESCO’s work remains largely hidden 
from public scrutiny or media spotlight and features elite decision-making involving only 
member-state representatives and expert groups.  

This paper will first provide a conceptual framework for understanding issue-structures: 
in doing so, it synthesizes institutionalist, constructivist, and deliberation analyses.  Next, 
it will describe the contrasting issue-structures in WTO and UNESCO in broad strokes.  
Preliminary analysis will show that although we might expect UNESCO to be the 
candidate for global deliberations, it is WTO that is more so in this regard.  The analysis 
is meant to provide a comparative context for evaluating the quality of deliberations; by 
no means does the analysis claims that WTO is an exemplar of deliberation processes.  
Finally, the essay will examine one issue in depth that is featured in the agendas of both 
organizations – namely that of creative industries such as films and television.  In the 
WTO, the audio-visual issue, as it is known, features the most number of Most Favored 
Nation exemptions, meaning states can discriminate against each other on audio-visual 
trade.  The European Union often refers to the MFN exemption as “the cultural 
exception” and invokes this frame to highlight the widespread opposition to this issue:  it 
brought the 1986-94 Uruguay Round of trade negotiations to a tough deadlock in 1993.   
However, this essay will show how the MFN exemption outcomes, which can be posited 
as a non-cooperation outcome in the WTO context, are best explained through the 
participation of various groups such as civil society and industry actors within the audio-
visual issue-structure.  Meanwhile, UNESCO is currently implementing its 2005 
Convention for the Protection and Promotion of Diversity of Cultural Expressions that 
was, in fact, developed in response and opposition to the WTO audio-visual agenda.  The 
issue was salient at UNESCO in the last decade. Nevertheless, it features elite and top-
down decision-making processes that remain largely divorced from the cultural groups 
that the Convention seeks to address.
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The paper concludes that issue-structures that feature high degrees of alignment of 
preferences and institutional strength are far more likely to be participatory than those 
featuring diffused preferences and weak institutional involvement.

Issue Structures and Deliberation Contexts

Global governance is simply described as patterned sets of interactions and collective 
understandings among relevant actors. Except for a few analyses of diplomacy and 
negotiations, however, the deliberative aspects of global governance interactions are 
often ignored.1   Instead, two sets of interactions are heavily examined in scholarship: 
regimes literature examines how domestic and international levels intersect and produce a 
convergence of expectations in global governance while the norms formation literature 
examines how prescriptions and proscriptions for action arise at the international level 
and are then diffused to the ‘sub-systemic’ or domestic level.  

While these literatures point toward issue-structure analysis, they are somewhat limited in 
providing a comparative context for understanding deliberations in international 
institutions.  Either international institutions are merely nodes within which other actors 
play out their roles, or the institutions are posited as having limited agenda-making and 
implementation roles, without specifying the origins or scope of these roles.   Often the 
international institutions are treated as black boxes, merely responding to external 
prerogatives, and the “pulling and hauling” of their agenda or the problem-solving 
thereof is ignored.  This section briefly summarizes the past literatures and examines the 
burgeoning literature on global governors.

Regimes and international institutions
Regimes help to explain how global actors’ expectations converge explicitly or implicitly 
to produce principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures in a given issue-area 
(Krasner 1983).    While the regimes literature is now being replaced by concepts of 
global governance, a few enduring legacies are important.  First, the focus on issue-areas, 
a concept coined by James Rosenau (1967), provides a micro-empirical basis for 
examining governance.  Within this framework, it becomes somewhat easier to locate a 
set of actors and their interests (mostly states, international organizations, and groups of 
experts or epistemic communities).  Second, depending on the theorist’s worldview, these 
interests or preferences are generally taken to be given, articulated from the ground up 
(Putnam 1987), and either reflective of great power preferences or consistent with them.   
Third, the literature, at times, focuses on epistemic communities -- groups of policy-
makers, experts, and, relevant institutions -- who share an understanding about how to 
address an issue. For example, the shift in international telecommunications from 
engineering to more market-based practices is traced to a new epistemic community of 

                                                
1 Diplomacy and negotiations, because of their strategic nature, are sometime taken to be 
non-deliberative (Keohane 2001).  In as much as diplomacy can also feature problem-
solving and its results held accountable, it is a deliberative process (Niemann 2006; Singh 
2008).
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economists and trade practitioners that replaced the old epistemic community made up 
mostly of engineers (Cowhey 1991).

Negotiation and bargaining theories have tried to bridge the gap between interests and 
outcomes in the study of global governance, which regime or international institutionalist 
literatures are unable to address.   Negotiators can improve on their alternatives in 
bargaining through the issue-structure by fostering linkages or trade-offs with other 
issues (Davis 2004); they can influence or shape outcomes and agendas through 
processes of coalition-building or other strategies (Odell 2006, 2002); they can also 
problem-solve together on issues (Singh 2008).   Steinberg also accords attention to 
decision-making structures themselves, arguing in the case of the World Trade 
Organization that great powers such as the U.S. wanted consensual decision-making in 
the organization starting in the late-1950s so that weak powers, especially the post-
colonial countries, could not block their agenda.    Thus, great powers would use 
enormous resources to set the agenda to their liking within these organizations.  

The international institutions through which these diplomatic interactions are sifted 
remain relatively unexamined.  Some attention has been paid to how international 
organizations are actors in their own right (Sandholtz 1992, Finnemore 1996, Slaughter 
2004) but micro-level studies of how international institutions are calibrated to respond to 
particular demands is missing.  This has two implications especially when an institution 
does not respond to particular or generalized interests.  First, studies of venue or forum 
shopping now show that states and other actors often take their agendas to the institutions 
where they are most likely to find a receptive audience. Thus, when developing world 
advocacy increased in telecommunications at the ITU or in patents regimes at the WIPO 
and WHO in the 1970s, the United States switched venues and took the agenda to the 
GATT where it began to shape liberalized rules in its favor.  Eventually, ITU, WHO, and 
WIPO accepted the new rules that came out of WTO.  While we know a great deal about 
the external pressures these organizations faced, we know relatively little about the 
internal decision-making of these organizations or how their office holders responded to 
the various agendas.  In fact, as argued later, the WTO is deliberative in some issues 
because, for example, it allows for a leveled law-based bargaining in dispute settlement, 
or in bargaining outcomes such as the Doha Health Declaration in which weak states and 
civil society actors prevailed over great powers in the WTO venue which was more 
congenial to great power interests.  Second, the failure of international institutions to 
respond to particular issues or agendas is also blamed on actors outside of the institution.  
The failed WTO negotiations in 1999 in Seattle are blamed on transnational civil society 
activism while the gridlock in the Doha Round of trade talks is blamed on the domestic 
difficulties of major powers such as EU, U.S, Brazil, and India. 

While the network of interests and global actors that impact an international institution 
are important, they do not sufficiently show how an international institution responds 
internally to them. The network analyses are especially deficient when agenda-formation 
arises from within institutions or when the effectiveness and legitimacy of an 
international institution are in question.  Without accounting for how issues are discussed, 
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debated, or contested in these institutions, we cannot a priori rule out the possibilities or 
ascertain the scope of deliberation in global governance. 

Norm diffusion
The norm diffusion literature calls our attention to two processes of global governance:  
first, it shows how agenda formation arises through international processes, often from 
international organizations. Second, as opposed to most regimes literature that finds 
international outcomes to be reflective of ‘domestic’ interests, the norms literature often 
shows how international actors, or norm champions, go about socializing domestic and 
other actors.    

Finnemore (1993) has shown that national interests in science in the post-war era came 
about at the behest of UNESCO.  Its bureaucrats championed the cause of science to 
national governments and persuaded or ‘taught’ states the value and utility of science 
policy organizations” (p. 566) [As this paper will detail later, this was a top-down,
expert-driven process, unlike the more progressive interpretation that Finnemore attaches 
to it].    Finnemore and Sikkink (1998) also provide a value chain of norms formation 
from the time of “norm emergence” in international organizations, to “norm cascade” or 
diffusion to states through norm champions, to “norm internalization.” The theory is 
similar to other theories of the social construction of interests whereby socialization 
produces internalization of social constructs (Berger and Luckmann 1966).   

The norms literature has now begun to address particular types of deliberative practices 
that are employed in global governance.  Naming and exposing labor infringements 
might lead to compliance on the part of states (Waistband 2000), ‘reflexive discourse’ 
from an international organization that awakens a country to what it believes about itself 
might lead to action (Steele 2007), or norms themselves might emerge at an international 
level from a process of contestation among actors (Wiener 2008; Dubach 2009).  What 
this literature lacks, but is slowly moving towards, is an understanding of the internal 
prerogatives of international organizations and the deliberative practices that describe 
them.    The social construction of norms also does not tell us much about the 
comparative effectiveness of contending actors in constructing a norm in similar issue-
areas.  Legitimacy in these literatures is described as involuntary and habitual practice 
(Hurd 1999) rather than from Pareto-optimal and discursively effective perspectives.   In 
fact, as this paper seeks to show, many of the norms arising from agencies like UNESCO, 
even when they succeed in socializing domestic actors, are expert-driven and do not 
include deliberative practices that would make us question their legitimacy.  For example, 
culture and heritage agencies in the developing world often complain that UNESCO acts 
like a paternalistic global ministry of culture in implementing its well-known conventions 
on natural and world heritage.

A new institutionalism and deliberations
The lacunae in the literatures described above – how international institutions respond 
internally to norm formation and the degree to which they might be effective in doing so 
– are now the subjects of considerable scrutiny.   One set of literature has examined rules 
and resources within international organizations and the networks in which they are 
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embedded. Another strand of literature has described particular types of deliberative 
practices, which go far beyond diplomacy and negotiations.  As this paper builds 
primarily on these literatures, they are now described in terms of their relevance to this 
paper rather than as a comprehensive summary of their various tenets.  

“Global governors,” as one recent volume calls them, are being opened up.  Global 
governors “create issues, set agendas, establish and implement rules or programs, and 
evaluate and/or adjudicate outcomes” (Italics original; Avant, Finnemore and Sell 2010: 
2). Since the 1980s, the historical institutionalist tradition has opened up the black box of 
the state to examine its resources, capacity, autonomy, and (developmentalist) ideals in a 
historical context.  Similarly, a new institutionalism in global governance is leading to 
considerable scrutiny of international organizations. The scrutiny is rooted in the ever-
expanding globalization and practical concerns about decision-making at the global level. 
Instead of merely positing international organizations as nodes in a network or as being 
able to influence a few agendas here and there, the organizations now provide both a 
point of entry to examine processes of governance and ways in which they also become 
central to it.  This neither takes away from domestic level influences upon these 
institutions, nor does it minimize their role in the socialization of other actors.  

These analyses examine the internal machinery and decision-making within these 
organizations to locate the precise mechanisms for change. The Global Institutions series 
from Routledge, in the words of its editors Thomas G. Weiss and Rorden Wilkinson, 
provide “in-depth treatments of prominent global bodies and processes”  (these words 
appear in the Forward to each volume, currently numbering around 50).   Especially the 
journal Global Governance has led the way in both identifying the institutions and their 
internal contexts. The institutionalist analyses are sensitive to both the structure of the 
institution, or the specific issue, and to the processes of deliberation within them.  
Courtney Smith (1999) prepares a set of hypotheses to explain the degree of consensus in 
United Nations General Assembly over specific issues to show that a formal institutional 
mapping of goals and procedures must be combined with sets of strategic interactions and 
informal networking to examine UNGA deliberations.  The formal aspects point to the 
broad predilections of an institution while the informal elements detail the specific sets of 
interactions, often deliberative, within them.  Similarly, Dubash (2009) examines the 
representative make-up and deliberative contestation within the World Commission on 
Dams to show that norm formation is neither unproblematic nor merely a reflection of 
some form of global corporatism.  

Although the new institutionalist traditions describe the formal bureaucratic procedures, 
they are less discerning about the deliberative traditions.  In terms of bureaucratic 
procedures, they often begin when the agendas have been set and the organizational 
resources have been already directed at them.  Most studies then describe whether the 
goals were fulfilled rather than the scope of deliberation in fulfilling them.  When they 
focus on deliberation, they tend to outline or isolate a single aspect of deliberation.  Thus, 
Steele shows how “reflexive discourses” from international institutions act upon states’ 
narratives about themselves.  When the UN humanitarian official Jan Eglund called U.S. 
aid stingy after the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, the word stingy goaded the country to 
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offer far more in aid than it had promised earlier.  At the other extreme, idealized theories 
of communicative action show that in situations where strategic calculations are 
minimized, global institutions can foster problem solving (Rises 2000; Farrell 2003).   

Strategic interactions and the formal institutional constraints within international 
organizations cannot be assumed away.  In fact, they provide a set of first order 
conditions for examining these organizations.  Drawing from the discussion above, in 
terms of looking at formal aspects of institutions, this essay focuses on the salience of 
issues and agenda, the known discursive and information boundaries of the issue, and the 
organizational resources and actor mobilization accorded to them.  This is termed the 
issue structure in this essay.  A set of second order conditions reflects forms of 
deliberation but parts company with the ideal type in being cognizant of the institutional 
context in which it operates.  The ideal type, drawing mostly on theories of 
communicative action and dialogic communication (Habermas 1985 & 1976, Dryzek and 
Niemeyer 2008: Freire 1970; Taylor 1994) includes the degree of inclusion of various 
participants, transparency of their interactions, the level of trust among them, and the 
degree to which they empathize with, or listen to, each other. Ideally, deliberation 
assumes equality of participants, inclusion of relevant voices, and giving of reasons. 
These ideal qualities are often lacking in everyday politics and thus deliberation must be 
assayed through the institutional constraints through which it operates.  Global actors 
interests matter, and while they may transform through international interactions, they are 
as likely to be tamed and modified through political processes such as negotiation and 
bargaining (Singh 2008; Mansbridge et al 2010).  

Global governance is unlikely to meet the ideal criteria of deliberation making it 
especially important to think of deliberation in a plausible and feasible fashion operating 
within the constraint of available institutional alternatives (Fung 2007).  While Global 
governance can feature reasoned and informed argumentation, it is also unlikely to 
feature any minimal criteria for democracy, such as direct elections involving the global 
public.  Thus deliberation in global governance institutions must be viewed from other 
criteria.  Depending on the qualities of inclusion, transparency, empathy, and trust, the 
governance of an issue-structure can result either in problem solving that often benefits 
all participants or it can result in a form of strategic manipulation (or a monologue) that 
benefits particular actors.  Discursive engagements, especially where they result in 
problem-solving, provide an opportunity for the participants to take ownership and are, 
therefore, considered more legitimate in producing voluntary compliance (Hurd 1999). 

This set of first and second order conditions that focuses on abstract institutional features 
and deliberative processes provides a preliminary comparative framework for assessing 
international institutions and their agenda-formation and implementation.   This 
framework also moves beyond regime theory’s characterization of international 
institutions as black boxes, and beyond constructivist analyses that are more interested in 
showing how international actors socialize domestic actors, than in showing how these 
agendas arise and the extent to which they are deliberative. If anything, the norms 
literature tends to assume that norms that do not reflect great power interests must be
democratic. To the extent that these norms are merely expertise-driven or top-down in 
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their modus operandi, the details below show that such norms are not particularly 
superior in their deliberative and democratic parameters.  

UNESCO & WTO:  Creation, Philosophy, Context

While both UNESCO and GATT are post-war organizations, the former was created with 
high idealism whereas the latter can be characterized as a timid leftover from the original 
post-war trade institution that was proposed.  The subsequent history follows a similar 
path:  UNESCO casts a wide net with an agenda encompassing its five ‘sectors’ –
education, natural sciences, social and human sciences, culture, and communication and 
information – while GATT’s successor WTO stays close to its original goal of 
international trade liberalization.   This in fact provides the first basis of comparison: 
despite the controversies UNESCO has generated, the organization continually makes a 
high moral claim for trying to resolve humanity’s greatest problems, while the WTO 
gathers a great deal of opprobrium in various quarters for its single-minded devotion to a 
trade agenda that is seen to benefit only elite actors.  A brief review of the first and 
second-order conditions for the two organizations allows a preliminary look at 
deliberative contexts in the two organizations.

UNESCO:  Issue structures and deliberations
The idea for UNESCO arose from the Conference of Allied Ministers (CAME) who 
began to meet in London, starting in 1942, to consider an organization that would 
counteract the Nazi agenda through education.  These meetings led to the creation of an 
international organization that would assist postwar reconstruction with a philosophy 
rooted in scientific humanism.  In doing so, its founders called upon intellectual 
antecedents such as Emmanuel Kant’s ideas for Perpetual Peace (1775), Jan Amos 
Comenius’ (1592-1670) ideas of a world assembly of nations, and Auguste Comte’s 
(1798-1850) religion of humanity rooted in scientific thinking.   Although this idealism 
had to be balanced against the tug of war among even the allied powers to endow the 
organization with their own prerogatives, idealism won over power battles.   After the
preamble’s first line regarding wars beginning in the minds of men, it continues such: 
“that ignorance of each other’s ways and lives has been a common cause, throughout the 
history of mankind, of that suspicion and mistrust between the peoples of the world 
through which their differences have all too often broken into war.”

To carry out its mandate for bringing in a culture of peace, the organization soon 
launched projects such as interdisciplinary teams studying arid zones around the world, 
assembling a multi-volume history of Africa written by African historians to give people 
voice and representation, “tension studies” that investigated the bases of human prejudice 
(especially racism), and campaigns to save cultural heritage sites.  As one observer put it:  
“UNESCO is easily the least specialized of the specialized agencies” in the UN (Hajnal 
1983, 57).  The lists of philosophers and intellectuals who aided UNESCO’s endeavors 
read like a Who’s Who’s of Twentieth Century thought including Julian Huxley, Claude
Levi-Strauss, Jean Paul Sartre, Wole Soyinka, and Sarvepali Radhakrishnan.
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The ideal UNESCO came with the quotidian UNESCO.  The organization started amidst 
several controversies:  battles between UK and French alternative visions for its creation; 
the organization the Soviet Union and many of its allies refused to join until 1954 
because of their objections to U.S.-led propaganda about media and press freedoms and 
trickle-up McCarthyism; the institution that faced budgetary battles and shortfalls from 
its inception; and, subsequent internal wrangling on how to divide its resources among its 
various issues that would take on the guise of formal sectors quite soon.  The cultural 
theorist Richard Hoggart, who became an Assistant Director-General of UNESCO in the 
1970s, later described an organization that was marred with wars among its sectors, a 
faux cold war among the great powers, a feisty political battle in which the Arab states 
sought to isolate Israel, a culture of incompetence among its bureaucrats, and a grueling 
agenda of meetings involving its Secretariat in Paris with little time to follow-up on the 
numerous recommendations, declarations, and conventions in the member-states 
themselves. In 1986, amidst calls for a New World Information and Communication 
Order, the United States, United Kingdom, and Singapore left UNESCO, which led to 
UNESCO’s funds being cut by almost one-half.  The organization fought to stay afloat in 
the 1990s until the UK rejoined in 1999 and the U.S. in 2003.  Nevertheless, even 
Hoggart himself continued to tout the organization’s highly idealistic missions (1978: 
59):

In spite of all such disappointments, there are occasionally moments which 
remind one dramatically of what UNESCO is about.  I remember Pablo 
Neruda, in poor health and only a few months from death, standing before the 
Plenary Meeting of the General Conference and reminding the delegates about 
UNESCO’s fundamental commitment to the poor and deprived of the world, to 
them as whole human beings not simply as units who have to be made literate 
and given more money.  It was as if the poor of his native Chile, of all Latin 
America, of the whole world, walked sadly and in silent reproof through that 
elegant hall, evoked by Neruda’s passion and poetry.

Beyond these ideal sentiments, the habits of deliberation in UNESCO point to spreading 
thin resources across many issues through predominantly expert-driven networks. In the 
UN specialized agencies, UNESCO has received contributions that rank it among the top 
five recipients of member-state contributions along with the FAO, WHO, and ILO.  
Currently its budget of around $300 million annually is supplemented with nearly $500 
million of extra-budgetary resources, especially from UN funding agencies such as 
UNDP and the World Bank.   These resources are translated into biennial goals for the 
organization through a budgetary process that is often quite bloody, featuring inter-
sectoral fights and member-state pressures. Efforts over the years to introduce inter-
sectoral cooperation or to trim the goals have not worked and the organization appears as 
one with encompassing agendas but meager resources.  

The next step is the implementation phase.  For this, the organization must either rely on 
the goodwill of the national ministries or the vast networks of experts/intellectuals and 
civil society organizations that UNESCO fosters.  In practice, except for a few success 
stories, the norms from UNESCO are weak and do not find resonance among the national 
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governments.   For example, UNESCO’s biggest budget item is education, as it is the 
premier UN agency for education.  But until the 1990s, UNESCO could point primarily 
to reports and conferences on education rather that implemented initiatives (Mundy 2006, 
2010).  The Delors Commission’s 1996 report Learning: The Treasure Within is an
almost philosophic meditation on what it means to be human without a clear set of 
recommendations on what steps would need to be taken to get there.  Starting in the 
1980s, other agencies such as the World Bank began to implement an education agenda 
that seemed to be far more realistic and UNESCO stood to lose its premier place among 
UN organizations for education.  Two world conferences in education, one in Jomtien in 
1990 and another in Dakar in 2009, sought to ‘rescue’ UNESCO’s agenda in education;
but prior to the Dakar conference, Oxfam wrote (Gutman 2000):

We are worried that Dakar is going to turn into another talking shop where 
everyone reaffirms things already agreed, sets new targets and then, as after 
Jomtien, goes home, cuts the aid budget and allows debt problems to continue 
undermining education systems of Third World countries.  For these 
conferences to work, you need to create a public perception that there is a 
serious problem which people have to tackle. And you have to come up with 
solutions.

Another problem is the issue-structures themselves.  UNESCO has such a big agenda that 
finding place for all of them in national delegations is hard.  National delegations in Paris 
often find it hard to connect UNESCO with various ministries and civil society actors in 
their home countries.  Thus, the science sectors, despite Martha Finnemore’s claims 
regarding norm formation, find themselves marginalized because national delegations to 
UNESCO may not have scientists among them.  The ministries affiliated with UNESCO 
from national governments are mostly education in the developing world (102 national 
governments) and external affairs in the developed world (57 national governments).  
Only seven countries specify culture in the lead role and two designate science and 
technology as the lead ministries affiliated with UNESCO (statistics calculated for Singh 
2011B, 31).    

Beyond the governments, UNESCO can lay claim to a network of international,
intellectual and other organizations that it has fostered.    The origins of organizations 
such as the International Council of Science (ICSU), the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), 
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), International Political 
Science Association (IPSA), International Social Science Council (ISSC), or the 
International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) can be traced back to 
UNESCO.  Undoubtedly these organizations represent meeting places of the world’s 
finest minds in particular issue-areas and provide links to national governments and 
important agencies.    They also reveal the influence of the French preference for an 
intellectual organization in the CAME negotiations, although eventually the UK and U.S. 
won the battle in making UNESCO member-states driven.  

In practice though, the organizations named above are expert-driven.  In deliberating on 
humanity’s major issues, they lack input from people whose lives are most affected.  For 
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example, UNESCO’s most well-known initiative is probably the World Heritage Sites, 
which currently number 890.  The prioritization of what gets inscripted on World 
Heritage lists is subjective and expert-driven (Brianso 2010).  Frequent complaints are 
heard in the developing world that once inscripted, these sites are cleansed from local 
practices and alienate communities whose input was not taken into consideration.  

An ex-staffer provides this resounding critique of all of UNESCO’s issues (Lengyel 
1986, 93):

When I look back on the hours and hours I spent listening to experts who had 
never actually dealt with a juvenile delinquent, never had been party to the 
negotiation of a labor dispute, never tried to cope with problems of a mother of 
eleven in a favella or the dilemmas of small business in precarious situations 
talking airily about applied social science I must wonder where I have been 
these thirty years.

In an earlier era, Herman Hesse wrote the following with UNESCO’s ideals and 
intellectuals in mind (quote in Hoggart (1978, 59):

I must confess that I have no faith whatever in the concerted action of 
intellectuals or in the good will of the ‘civilized world’.  The mind cannot be 
measured in terms of quantity, and whether ten or a hundred ‘leading lights’ 
appeal to the mighty to do or not to do something, such an appeal is hopeless.

It is hard to critique the nobility of purpose with which UNESCO was founded or the 
sincere engagements with creating and deepening intellectual ties around the world.  
However, it is equally easy to show that UNESCO’s norms remain top-down and 
expertise driven, and if deliberative, limited to elite agencies. Structurally, the agenda is 
so broad that UNESCO lacks the capacity to include all the relevant actors in its decision-
making and national governments have no framework or motivation for implementing 
this agenda for UNESCO. 

The World Trade Organization: Issue Structures and Deliberative Context
There is high-minded philosophy behind the creation of GATT but it is not cited 
frequently or an everyday basis by its staffers or observers.  The GATT Preamble exhorts 
states toward “reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements directed to the 
substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade and to the elimination of
discriminatory treatment in international commerce.”  Like UNESCO, the origins of 
GATT were in the World War but also in the period of tariff escalations that followed the 
hard economic times begun in 1929 and the enactment of Smoot-Hawley tariffs in the 
United in 1932.  Nevertheless, the philosophy of a post-war trade organization can be 
located in Western ideas of exchange and reciprocity -- part of enlightenment humanism -
and traced back to Adam Smith’s moral philosophy of exchange and division of labor --
or ideas correlating trade and exchange with peace among 19th and 20th century 
intellectuals.  Cordell Hull, FDR’s Secretary of State, who championed the cause of 
Bretton Woods and a trade organization, would note (cited in Narlikar 2005, 10):
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I have never faltered, and I will never falter, in my belief that enduring peace and 
the welfare of nations are indissolubly connected with friendliness, fairness, 
equality and the maximum practicable degree of freedom in international trade.

However, what won the trading states of post-war world over to the cause of the proposed 
International Trade organization was the prospect of tariff reductions and their 
connection with economic prosperity.    Even as negotiations were proceeding for a new 
trade organization, negotiations on tariff reduction were already underway in multilateral 
trade rounds (London, 1946; Geneva 1947; Annecy 1949).  In 1947 trade ministers and 
delegates met in Havana to give final shape to the ITO, although they also negotiated a 
few General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to guide countries while the ITO 
was getting ratified.  In the end, even President Truman never submitted the ITO charter 
to Congress, fearing it may never pass, and GATT became the de facto organization for 
trade.  Its legal articles are straightforward and deal with rules for trade reductions and 
nothing is stated in terms of overall prospects for peace or even economic development, 
at least in the GATT articles.  Thus, Article I deals with the Most Favored Nation 
principle, Article II with schedules for tariff reductions in particular products, Article III 
with the issue of National Treatment of products, Article X covers transparency of trade 
law and rules,  Article XXVIII covers reciprocity, so forth.  In the 1947 Geneva Round of 
trade talks, 123 bilateral negotiations on 50,000 trade items were conducted, which would 
eventually provide for a multilateral agreement (Odell with Eichengreen 2000, 163).  

GATT was folded over into the WTO, which came into being on January 1, 1995, after 
the conclusion of the eighth round of trade negotiations known as the Uruguay Round 
(1986-1994).  There are now 153 members of the WTO.  Many member-states maintain 
special diplomatic delegations to WTO in Geneva along with another delegation that may 
be in charge of other UN agencies. Most of the WTO delegations are drawn from or 
directly linked to their capitals’ trade, finance, and external affairs ministries.  Generally, 
these ministries are among the top cadres of any administration and are regularly the 
subject of public debate and discussion through the media and other processes. 
Furthermore, the networks with which these ministries work generally include 
manufacturers, industry, and labor organizations.  Quite often, leaders of these 
organizations accompany official trade delegations to Geneva and other places.   Many 
countries have formal processes and frameworks set up for inviting input into trade 
policy positions.   Trade agreements are also likely to be subject to legislative scrutiny 
and ratification.  Table 1 summarizes the issue-structures in WTO and UNESCO to show 
the ways in which the domestic, national, and international levels intersect in the two 
organizations.  

Nevertheless, there is also considerable literature and evidence that GATT and WTO 
have been opaque and only provided benefits to a rich club of countries (Jawara and Kwa 
2005; Narlikar 2003).    The negotiations themselves are posited as being secretive with 
considerable pressures on weak countries to cave in.   At least until the Uruguay Round, 
the primary option given to the developing world was a take-it-or-leave-it type of trade 
text (Singh 2000).  The United States is quite fond of making high moral statements 
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giving foreign aid and side payments to the developing world rather than making actual 
trade concessions, which reveals some duplicity of purpose (Singh 2010).  

Despite such concerns, over the time of GATT/WTO history several processes can be 
analyzed to show that the deliberations continue to become evermore inclusive and that 
concessions do not accrue to the rich and powerful countries alone.  In other words, WTO 
often features problem-solving and persuasion that allows for new positions to be
adopted.  A few processes and issue-areas are summarized here now to account for 
deliberation at the WTO.

First, state-driven participation continues to be broadened at the WTO.  The ultimate 
metaphor for GATT’s secrecy and exclusion was the “Green Room” process, named after 
the room adjacent to the Director-General’s office where great powers, usually EU, US 
and Japan, met to hammer out trade texts to the exclusion of other countries. This is no 
longer the case.  Generally, Green Room meetings now include a variety of players 
depending on the issue in question, and also almost always a host of developing 
countries.  The G4 meetings during the currently underway Doha Round (2001- ) have 
included US, EU, Brazil, and India.  The latter two traditionally provided leadership to 
the developing world but were often not included in the inner circle.  Quite often now, the 
inner circle includes not only India and Brazil but also several other developing countries.  
The fact that WTO itself must now work closely with other global forums such as the 
G20 is also indicative of broadened participation.

Second, the deliberation processes have themselves changed multilaterally to allow more 
and more voice to the weak powers and civil society to be included and for these voices 
to persuade the powerful to change their positions. Civil society is represented through 
member-states, although large NGOs such as Oxfam have observer status, but WTO 
member-states, in turn, find it hard to ignore civil society concerns even if they are not 
sitting at the table.  Global media often spotlight these issues making it harder still for 
member states to put civil society concerns aside. The list of issues that in some form of 
other were discussed at the WTO because of pressures from, or inclusion of, civil society 
includes the following:  sustainable agriculture and genetically modified crops, global 
climate change, labor issues, trade capacity building, and public health concerns. The 
Doha Health Declaration and subsequent intellectual property negotiations at the WTO 
are an exemplar of civil society advocacy leading to issues being addressed at the WTO.   
The opening of the Doha Round of trade negotiations was held up in November 2001 
until the North made crucial intellectual property concessions on public health in 
response to pressures from global civil society and the developing world (Odell and Sell 
2006; Sell 2007).  Paragraph 6 of the Doha Health Declaration instructed states to find a 
solution for those countries requiring medicines for public health emergencies, but 
lacking domestic capacity to manufacture them through legally breaking patents 
(compulsory licensing).  Initially, countries like the United States sought to restrict the 
number of diseases that would be covered and the terms under which medicines could be 
imported from cheaper sources (‘parallel imports’) but pressures from civil society and 
legal challenges to big pharmaceutical manufacturers in countries such as Brazil, India, 
and South Africa led to comprehensive revision in the framework covering public health 
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measures by the December 2005 Hong Kong WTO ministerial meetings.  Article 31 of 
WTO’s Trade-related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), upon which Para 
6 negotiations were based, was also based on tough persuasion from India and other 
countries during the Uruguay Round and it allowed for exceptions to TRIPS provisions 
under emergency circumstances.  Negotiation and diplomacy are ultimately about 
persuasion and the Para 6 case is illustrative of the weak making effective use of these 
processes.   However, in order to examine negotiation and diplomacy in a deliberative 
context, we must broaden the scope of actors and issues to include those at the table and 
the means by which those away from the table are able to influence them.  

Third, there are also cases in the WTO of the great powers bringing an issue to the table, 
which was ultimately adopted by the weak powers willingly and voluntarily as their 
interests changed during the deliberations.  Steinberg (2002) notes that the very inclusion 
of services and intellectual property on the trade agenda of the Uruguay Round reveals 
that powerful still dictate agendas. What he does not show is that over time the services 
issue as it developed took into account the interests of the developing world and allowed 
big countries like India or small ones like Costa Rica to take ownership of the services 
agreement and emerge as net service exporters.    In this sense processes in Geneva 
served as learning processes for countries like India to envision a future for themselves in 
exports of services.   India led the developing world in its opposition to inclusion of 
services on the Uruguay Round agenda from 1982-1986.  Nevertheless, three years after 
the start of the Uruguay Round in 1986, when the General Agreement for Trade in 
Services (GATS) was more or less ready, countries like India applauded this agreement 
while the Coalition of Service Industries from the United States denounced it as too 
weak.  Crucially, India and the developing world worked through the GATT processes to 
enshrine an approach to making liberalization commitments in sectors of their own 
choosing (the so-called positive list approach) rather than having to make commitments 
in all sectors unless they skillfully excluded some (negative list approach) that the U.S. 
favored (Singh 2008).   Services represent one half to three-fourths of the national 
income of all countries and thus the benefits of selecting particular sectors for 
liberalization and the ability to liberalize them slowly cannot be underestimated for the 
developing world.  The services negotiation example showcases persuasion, learning, and 
problem-solving taking place during a deliberation leading to a voluntary change of 
interests.

Fourth, WTO is a rule-based organization that allows for some leveling of the playing 
field.  The concessions on intellectual property and services noted above are examples of 
learning to play the rules, namely working within WTO’s negotiation context to persuade 
others.  More importantly, however, there are also legal practices in the WTO that are 
important and structure deliberations in a fair fashion.  The WTO charter put in place a 
formal dispute settlement mechanism where adjudication follows the spirit of law rather 
than power. Although it remains expensive for small countries to fight cases through 
DSM, neither is it impossible to do so; almost one-third of the cases have come from the 
developing world and feature an almost equally number of instances where they won 
over the developed world.  At more informal and general levels, technical capacity to 
deliberate effectively means that WTO delegations acquaint themselves with the 
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structured way in which proceedings take place from preparation of texts and 
communiqués, to the informal processes such coalition-building, trade-offs/linkages, and 
information dissemination.  WTO represents a form of multilateralism that is obviously 
driven by state interests and power, but it is also, at the same time, important to 
remember that the resulting multilateral outcomes are also reflective of the legal, 
bureaucratic, rule-based, and professional culture of the organization itself.

It is hardly rare to find news stories of protests, opposition, or consent to what the WTO 
does.  Within the WTO itself, its small secretariat of 621 full time staff is hired through 
extremely competitive processes and is known for the professional and technical reports 
it produces and the technical guidance and trade-capacity assistance it can offer member-
states. The budget for the organization is less tan $200 million annually (WTO 2010).  
The organizational culture in WTO is cordial and collegial and in-fighting among 
divisions or departments is rare.  WTO is hardly ever characterized as an incompetent 
bureaucracy and generally ex-staff members provide glowing reports of having worked 
there. 

Lastly, the indirect representation of civil society and media in WTO processes is quite 
widespread because WTO issues are of importance to people’s livelihoods.  The 
deadlocks in the Doha Round and before feature objections to the trade concessions, 
usually from domestic constituencies, which shows that they are indirectly involved in 
the trade process.    India has been unable to make concessions in agriculture at the Doha 
Round due to pressures from its domestic agriculture constituencies.  A particularly 
symbolic move in September 2003 came from the so-called C4 or cotton producing 
countries in West Africa, whose trade ministers asked the United States to cut its subsides 
in cotton because they hurt the livelihood of millions of farmers in Benin, Burkina Faso, 
Chad, and Mali.  The images of the C4 in global media during the 2003 Cancun 
ministerial perfectly symbolized an on-going discursive shift at the WTO in which 
concerns of small countries cannot be ignored.  We cannot, however, overestimate this 
shift beyond noting that it is taking place. The U.S., for example, did not make the 
concessions that C4 asked.

It would be fair to note that the lists of participants above from the developed or 
developing worlds – governments, trade and labor associations – generally can be 
characterized as elite actors.  However, it is equally fair to say that transnational social 
movements and media outside of the WTO provide considerable balance and scrutiny to 
the WTO processes.   O’Brien et al (2000, 109) offer a useful summary of how global 
social movements contest dominant global governance: “Although the [World] Bank and 
the WTO are intergovernmental organizations with a membership comprising sovereign 
governments, not only are their activities the subject of intense scrutiny by non-state 
actors, but the membership and administration of these organizations have to varying 
extents become engaged in dialogue with groups representing diverse interests.”    In 
order to ascertain if organizations like WTO meet the qualities of democratic global 
governance, we need to account for the processes through which interests from various 
constituencies are articulated at the negotiation tables in Geneva, and once articulated, the 
ways in which representatives are persuaded to adopt new positions.  
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Audio-Visual, Cultural Exception, and Cultural Diversity

One of the most colorful issues to arise from GATT/WTO and later on “venue-shopped” 
over to UNESCO is that of exports of creative industries’ exports and imports and their 
connections to cultural identity. As cultural identity is one of the most important issues of 
contemporary globalization, an assessment of this issue in the two organizations provides 
some clues to cultural identity deliberations at the global level.  It also provides an 
opportunity to examine how a similar issue was deliberated in both organizations.

Creative expressions from the arts and entertainment industries are not just market 
commodities but also vessels of cultural identities.   In the twentieth century the valuation 
of these expressions has increased in economic and cultural terms through parallel 
processes in cultural politics that have raised the stature of arts and entertainment in 
public deliberations.  Hollywood and Bollywood provide metaphors for cultural identities 
not just in the United States and India, but depending on their reception, in groups and 
diasporas worldwide.  French cinematic identities are often constructed in direct 
opposition to Hollywood’s norms.   Freedom Music from apartheid South Africa, 
telenovelas from Latin American, and intangible cultural heritage from East Asia have 
now entered the lexicon of cultural identity expressions and shaped our understanding 
about what cultural voices mean. As these expressions have moved from what early 
Enlightenment thinkers called “frivolous activities” to becoming more central to cultural 
and economic global deliberations, institutions associated with these activities have also 
gained in stature (Goodwin 2006).  Not only the WTO and UNESCO but also many other 
international organizations -- WIPO, UNCTAD, World Bank, European Union, and 
regional development banks – now have creative industry or cultural policy programs.  
National ministries of culture that were often relegated to the backburners are now 
becoming evermore prominent in national decision-making.  

GATT and audio-visual
The issue of audio-visual, as it is know at the WTO, during the Uruguay Round 
galvanized global public debates about cultural identity. The case analyzed here involves 
mostly the United States and the European Community, in particular France, during the 
Uruguay Round.   From late-1940s onwards, Western Europe successfully argued that 
cultural industries, especially films, needed special protections such as quotas.  During 
the Uruguay Round of trade talks from 1986 to 1994, that of the need for a “cultural 
exception” supplemented the language of quotas.  This resulted in the European Union 
taking the now-famous MFN exemption, which allowed it to preserve its cultural industry 
policies.2

                                                
2 MFN or most favored nation clause in international trade means that no nation is to be 
discriminated in application of trade measures.  An MFN exemption thus allows 
Europeans to discriminate against any nation, in this case the United States.
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The main issue concerned the 51 percent programming quota for television that had come 
out of a European Commission’s Television Without Frontiers Directive that came in to 
force in 1992 just as the Uruguay Round headed to its end-game.  In reality, very few 
states implemented this quota but the European Union (EU) position was to try to 
enshrine this quota formally through the evolving General Agreement on Trade in 
Services (GATS).  A related issue was the EU position that content restrictions apply to 
all of the 300-plus channels that were coming about as a result of satellite and cable 
technologies.  The U.S. wanted it restricted to 50 to 70 percent of the channels.   In as 
much as U.S. films and television programs dominate in Europe, and taxes on box office 
receipts often subside domestic films and television, the Motion Picture Association of 
America (MPAA) also argued that they were subsidizing European industry and objected 
to the agreement sought by the Europeans at the Uruguay Round.  EU and the U.S. 
fiercely opposed each other in these negotiations that came to be called “guerres des 
images” in France.  

Transnational cultural industry coalitions among the Europeans resulted in the MFN 
exemption that allowed EU not to make any commitments toward liberalizing its audio-
visual sectors.  In EU, this came to be known as the “cultural exception” underscoring the 
firm belief that cultural industries were non-negotiable3 and directly linked to cultural 
identity.  It relied on two interrelated points.  One was to emphasize the importance of the 
(‘aesthetically superior’) audio-visual industry to European identity and unity, and the 
second was to increasingly call attention to the harmful effects of the (‘aesthetically 
inferior’) American industry.   In every statement, the loss to French or European identity 
was directly evoked.  France’s former Culture Minister Jack Lang, an important force 
behind the TWF directive and EU’s GATT position, famously declared:  “The soul of 
France cannot be sold for a few pieces of silver.”

The EU framing and coalition-building moves carefully emphasized the importance of 
films and television to cultural identity. The faces people saw in the media speaking for 
this issue were well-known throughout Europe.  Goff (2007) presents a comprehensive 
analysis of the way elite in Europe used the dispute to endow meaning to their borders, 
deepening national identities and helping to create the momentum for a European 
identity. From the negotiation side, this framing exercise, which pointed out threats to 
European culture, began to serve as binding glue for creative industry lobbies in EU.  The 
framing exercise helped to build a sense of European cultural identity through the need 
for quotas, although in practice the so-called European identity played a poor cousin to 
national identities, which states promoted. In the French case, the two were sometimes 
confused to be the same. European Commission as well as French officials now regularly 
espouses the historical links between states and culture in Europe. 

                                                
3 The European Union negotiates as a single entity at the WTO.    However, its single 
position often reveals fissures.  UK, the biggest cultural products exporter in the EU, and 
countries such as Denmark and Netherlands are reluctant to go along with protectionist 
measures.
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Nevertheless, there is a big contradiction in the position that the European Union took.  
While “audio-visual” issue was singled out for protections and labeled the cultural 
exception, the EU took no such exceptions for other industries, which can also be taken 
to be symbolic expressions of cultural identity.  Table 2 provides a summary list of the 
number of countries that made market liberalizations in sectors that are equally creative 
or important for culture.  We might, ask, for example, why French identity is less 
threatened by the 70 million international tourists that come to France each year than by 
the 100 or so Hollywood films that enter its markets?  France also remains one of the top 
exporters of cultural and creative products worldwide.  Thus, the argument often used by 
civil society and member states in Europe that WTO made them cave into a market-
driven global order are only partially correct because these same actors also utilize the 
same markets to realize their own goals.  Furthermore, the GATS framework allows for 
several exceptions and flexibilities in balancing these commitments with national 
regulatory and moral objectives, further diluting the claim that all WTO commitments are 
only market-driven.

[TABLE 2 HERE: SEE END OF PAPER]

The WTO GATS agreement, of which audio-visual is a part, allows for several 
exceptions and tailor it to their domestic industries.  While facing intense pressures from 
the United States, the EU was able to ward off U.S. pressures through discursive rule-
based practices at the WTO.  That these deliberations were fraught with emotional 
intensity as well as reason is emblematic of the quality of the deliberations in general, 
which can often be feisty and contentious.    

UNESCO and culture
The decade since the Uruguay Round ended featured a progressive hardening of the 
European position on cultural industries.  Europeans continued to frame the issue in 
cultural identity terms but also shifted the focus from cultural exception to cultural 
diversity.   Canada and France led an international coalition of governments to switch the 
cultural industry issue over to UNESCO from the WTO.  This resulted in a Declaration 
on Cultural Diversity in 2001 and a Convention on the Protection and Promotion of 
Diversity of Cultural Expressions in 2005 at the 33rd General Conference in UNESCO.   
The Preamble to the text starts by “affirming that cultural diversity is a defining 
characteristic of humanity.”  Its 35 articles affirm the rights of nations to formulate 
cultural policies that promote cultural diversity and protect indigenous cultures.  Taken 
collectively, these articles outline a legal rationale against liberalization.  Article 20 then 
establishes the relationship to other international treaties: “mutual supportiveness” is 
mentioned as the underlying principle but the convention cannot be subordinated to other 
treaties.  In other words, if there were to be a trade versus cultural protection issue in the 
future, it would have to be resolved in the spirit of mutual supportiveness without 
subordinating the UNESCO Convention. 

In moving toward a convention, the French and the Canadians created a network of 
cultural ministers from around the world, with funding from the Canadian Council for the 
Arts, called the International Network on Cultural Policy (www.incp-ripc.org), which 
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now includes over 40 cultural ministries.  INCP was also instrumental in creating a 
parallel non-governmental network of international cultural industry workers and artists 
that in September 2000 coalesced into International Network for Cultural Diversity 
(www.incd.net).  Representatives, who would later form the INCD, were at the failed 
WTO Seattle Ministerial in December 1999, in an effort to bring cultural issues to the 
meetings and also to organize protests against them.  INCD is headquartered in the 
Canadian Council for the Arts, which is the leading arts advocacy group in Canada.  
INCD and INCP annual meetings and agendas run parallel to each other.  INCD had 
drafted an International Convention on Cultural Diversity, which was similar to that of 
the INCP in its aims and philosophy except that it was more emphatic in keeping audio-
visual negotiations out of the WTO.  While Canada and France frame INCD as a global 
network of non-governmental organizations, the imprint of the Canadian and French 
governments is ubiquitous:  Canadian trade economists Acheson and Maule (2004, 246) 
note: “The official side has kept a tight reign on the ‘grass-root’ input through funding its 
liaison office and various research initiatives, holding the INCD meetings concurrently 
with its own, and providing consultants or staff that develop themes, suggest speakers, 
write background papers and summary reports and proselytize.”

It seems that as UNESCO cultural diversity and convention deliberations proceeded they 
became more and more about commerce to the exclusion of other perspectives such those 
from anthropology or sociology.  UNESCO’s thinking about culture in the 1990s was 
often framed in terms of the Our Creative Diversity report (Peréz de Cuéllar 2005) but 
this report often emphasized the syncretic, hybrid, and exchange features of cultures.  By 
the time the UNESCO cultural convention came about, the complexity of these 
anthropological arguments was lost to make way to speak of national cultural policies 
and economic protections for culture.  

The program for drafting a Convention was presented at the 32nd General Conference of 
UNESCO in September-October 2004.  UNESCO appointed a 15-member independent 
experts committee to further the issue.  After several UNESCO meetings and drafting 
session, a Preliminary draft was presented at a UNESCO’s Third Session of the 
Intergovernmental Meeting of the Experts, May 25 – June 4. The draft was then 
presented at the 33rd General Conference in October 2005 and passed with 148 votes in 
favor and two negative votes from the U.S. and Israel.   It is known as the Convention on 
the Protection and Promotion of Diversity of Cultural Expressions.

A look at the Convention’s articles show that although it is supposed to be framed for the 
broader purpose of ensuring cultural diversity, its main focus seems to be preserving and 
protecting (from trade) a few cultural industries in national terms. Thus, cultural industry 
seems to be coterminous with national identity even if leaves open the possibility to 
governments to define cultural identities. The case of France is especially ironic because, 
like many other European states, its government does not collect any data on any identity 
except national identity.  Its ethnic minorities see themselves as excluded from socio-
political-economic life. Just as the ink was drying on the 2005 Convention, a few days 
later riots broke out in several French cities over police brutality leading President 
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Jacques Chirac to declare a state of emergency on 8 November 2005 that lasted until 4 
January 2006.   

The issue of cultural diversity also does not seem to follow well from earlier moves
within UNESCO, which were leading the organization toward broad anthropological 
definitions of culture.  UNESCO officials note that the cultural diversity declaration and 
convention followed from Our Creative Diversity report in 1993 from the UN and 
UNESCO appointed World Commission on Culture and Development, and the 1998 and 
2000 World Culture Report.  However, these reports were on culture and development, or 
culture broadly defined while the purpose of the 2005 Convention is altogether different.  
In fact, while the Convention found some support in the developing world, it also halted 
the momentum built up toward both an anthropological conception of development and 
toward thinking of culture in development terms.  

The Convention has succeeded in ending any further moves to seek ‘audio-visual’ 
liberalization through the WTO.  Thus the most important issue in UNESCO in the last 
decade came in opposition to another organization’s agenda, namely that of the WTO’s 
audio-visual issue, and effectively killed UNESCO’s own agenda on cultural 
development.  People like Claude Levi-Strauss in the 1950s and UNESCO’ Our Creative 
Diversity report in 1993 had emphasized cultural hybridity and the growth of cultures 
through openness. However much might have been Hollywood’s threat to cultural 
growth, the Convention did not strike any balance between openness and hybridity.

Most importantly, UNESCO seemed to exclude, rather than include voices in the framing 
of the Convention.   Anthropologists, who might have been expected to support it, have 
come out critiquing the predominant focus on cultural industries.  Trade ministries from 
the countries who signed the convention, including Canada, are openly critical of their 
cultural ministries for supporting the convention. Latin American and West African 
countries note that they were bullied by EU countries, with threats to close their market 
access and production subsidies, into signing the convention.  China, Hong Kong, Japan, 
Mexico, and Taiwan presented a communication in the WTO on 30 June 2005 indirectly 
criticizing the moves in UNESCO and noting that “trade in audiovisual services results in 
cultural exchange, the best way to promote cultural diversity” (WTO 2005).

Conclusion: A Comparative Assessment

Contrary to the ideals that UNESCO projects and the controversies that the WTO 
generates, a closer examination of the deliberative practices reveals a different story.  
WTO emerges as a streamlined organization with a focused agenda, institutional focus, 
and a convergence of interests from the global to the domestic levels. From its formal  
negotiation processes to the involvement, in protest or otherwise, of civil society and 
various other actors, the WTO emerges as far more of a deliberative body than UNESCO.  
The latter is often perceived as intellectual think-tank chaperoning humanity’s noblest 
ideals, often symbolic of universal notions of justice, and thus cast in a far more 
progressive light than the WTO.  However, the organization lacks focus and is frequently 
given to infighting among its sectors and allocation (and misallocation) of budgets.  Its 
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deliberative processes are haphazard and seldom undergo the kind of scrutiny that is 
accorded to the WTO.    

The audio-visual (WTO) and the cultural diversity (UNESCO) issues allow for an 
examination of an issue-area that is shared between the two organizations.  The 
deliberation of the audio-visual issue has followed a similar path as other trade issues in 
which the pro-trade and anti-trade interests within and across national borders get 
mobilized and involved. The exception is that in this case the issue has brought up 
passions and interests situated around cultural identity and politics.  The issue has been 
one of the most prominent issues ever debated at UNESCO and its salience owes 
something to its link with the WTO.  At UNESCO, the issue has taken on characteristics 
that have departed from UNESCO’s own understanding of cultural diversity: a variety of 
political manipulations and contradictions have marred the deliberation of this issue in 
which a few global actors have been mobilized but a lot more excluded.  On the other 
hand, the WTO has moved toward an appreciation of cultural diversity issues and a 
flexible framework that allows for minimal or no commitments from member-states. 

WTO is often viewed as an organization – along with the World Bank and the IMF --  
that furthers the interests of the rich and the powerful and thus positioning it within a 
deliberative context needs further explanation.  In the spirit of deliberation, three 
considerations are presented providing, hopefully, a sense of context and balance.  First, 
it is important not to claim that WTO is an exemplar of deliberations at the global 
governance level.  WTO presents processes that are rule and reason-based and held 
accountable to the scrutiny of a global public.  Quite often its texts, treaties, and rules can 
be traced back to notions of justice and fairness such as in the examples presented above 
or in notions such as special and differential treatment for products from the developing 
world. By the same token, it must be remembered that WTO does not constitute itself 
through direct representation and it is often not inclusive of all relevant voices in its 
decision-making.  Concentrated and powerful interests can also lead to outcomes that are 
not deliberative at all.  Second, WTO represents contestations around market-based 
principles.  Some political thought takes deliberations that create markets to be outside of 
deliberative political thought because of disagreement with the welfare enhancing effects 
of markets. Instead of taking this to be a universally shared idea, I take my empirical 
caution from the ground where cotton farmers from Mali or sugar farmers from Brazil 
share a concern that WTO  is the place for them to seek a sense of redress.  Their sense of 
justice is rooted against cutting subsidies in the US for cotton or sugar, than an anathema 
against market principles. Third, deliberation theory at the global level can learn from 
empirical exercises such as ones presented here which scholars such Archon Fung (2007) 
take to be important for providing a sense of “feasible institutional arrangements.”   Even 
if WTO is an anathema to some quarters of political thought, there is still value in 
learning from WTO in terms of the kinds of institutional structure and processes that can 
foster reason-based argumentation. 

In providing a comparative framework for deliberations in international organizations, we 
need to accord attention to the issue structure as well as the deliberative context.  This 
essay hypothesizes that streamlined or focused interests around issue-structures are far 
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more likely to be participatory than those featuring divided interests and weak 
institutions.  The everyday scrutiny and controversies neo-liberal institutions such as the 
World Trade Organization generate may be their greatest deliberative strengths.
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TABLE 1: ISSUE-STRUCTURES AT THE WTO AND UNESCO

Characteristic WTO UNESCO
Main issue Trade liberalization Global education, science, 

communication, and culture
Official Budget and staff Less than $200 million, 600 

staff, merit-based selection
More than $300 million, 
2000 staff, selection 
frequently not merit based

Relevant national ministries Trade & finance: generally 
a top issue among national 
ministries

Education, culture, external 
affairs: UNESCO is 
generally low priority

Links with industry Strong Weak
Links with civil society Dual links: 

 direct consultations 
with labor, 
agricultural groups

 advocacy via media 
or protests

UNESCO maintains a 
network of professional or 
civil society organizations; 
representation of civil 
society through UNESCO 
National Commissions. In 
practice, links are weak

Media involvement Close scrutiny of 
deliberations

Weak scrutiny

Knowledge production Global trade is a salient 
concern for think-tanks, 
academia, research 
organization, and trade 
officials.  Findings are often 
publicly debates and 
covered in media.

UNESCO brings together 
experts and well-known 
intellectuals to produce 
reports.  Some reflection in 
academia of similar issues. 

Status of international 
treaties

Often subject to intense 
domestic and international 
review, and domestic 
ratification

Most treaties not reviewed 
widely, only few are subject 
to intense debates in 
ratification
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TABLE 2: NUMBER OF COUNTRIES MAKING MARKET COMMITMENTS
IN CREATIVE INDSUTRY SUBSECTORS

Sub-sector Number of countries

Professional services 94
(including architectural services)

Other Business Services 90
(including advertising, photography, printing, publishing)

Audio-Visual 29

Tourism 131

Recreational, Cultural and Sporting 46

Source:  J. P. Singh.  Globalized Arts: The Entertainment Economy and Cultural Identity.  
New York, NY: Columbia University Press.  2011A, p. 112.
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TABLE 3: CREATIVE INDUSTRIES AT THE WTO AND UNESCO

Characteristic WTO UNESCO
Main issue Audio-visual liberalization Protection and promotion of 

cultural expressions
Secretariat staff Two people from WTO 

secretariat work on audio-
visual

The cultural division and 
several sub-divisions

Relevant national ministries Trade & finance & culture 
& tourism: generally a top 
issue among national 
ministries

Mostly ministries of culture

Links with industry Strong Weak
Links with civil society Dual links: 

 Heavy involvement 
via national (or EU) 
representatives

 advocacy via media 
or protests

Work through International 
Network for Cultural 
Diversity

Media involvement Close scrutiny of 
deliberations

Weak scrutiny

Knowledge production Involvement of economists 
either mostly showing links 
between cultural industries 
and growth or impact of 
specific cultural policy 
instruments on industry

Initial impetus from reports 
such as Our Creative 
Diversity and World
Culture Reports seeking 
interdisciplinary, but mostly 
anthro. understanding

Status of international 
treaties

GATS commitments on 
audio-visual heavily 
scrutinized; EU MFN 
exemption contentious

UNESCO’s 2005 
Convention weak and lacks 
enforcement.
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